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1. Browser 
Open Google Chrome and use the default user ID and password to login (admin / admin) GKServer. 
The best resolution is 1920*1080pixel. 
1.1 Can re-enter the webpage from the upper right. 

 
2. Full screen 

Zoom in to the full screen to see each function item. 

 
3. Add a new device 

3.1 Can add a new device ID manually on the webpage. 

 

3.1.1 In the upper left corner of the car list , click the left button and a window for 

entering the Device ID will appear. 
3.1.2 The known Device ID (each device will have a Device ID), fill in the field and press OK. 
3.1.3 A new Device ID will appear in the car list, and then refer to the contents of 3.4 to edit the 
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new car settings. 
3.2 Set 4G Sim card parameters (APN, DialNumber) and specify GKServer IP in the device. 
3.3 After the device is powered on, there will be an unjoined device on google Chrome (if not 

manually added). 

 

3.4 Click , GKServer will automatically add the device, and click the edit symbol to set the 
information of the new car. 

 

 

  

Driver name

Vehicle ID

Choose how many cameras to support 

Select the number of frames per second per camera 

Picture quality 

Select the average stream for 4G transmission

Choose whether to record 

Click the button to save the settings 
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4. DashBoard 
It will sort according to the first English word of the device. Each page will have 16 devices, and each 
page will be divided by tab0, tab1, tab2, .... 

 
4.1 Each device has a corresponding function as long as it has a blue icon. 

 
4.1.1 Click the Device ID(one device only has one ID and it will not be the same as others)

, the live view window will appear. 

 

4.1.2 Click edit icon , it will show the setting of the device. 

 
4.1.3 Click delete icon , it will show if you want to delete the device. 
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4.1.4 Move the mouse to the map icon , it will display the GPS location information and the 

corresponding Google Map will pop up on the right. 
P.S. When you don't see this icon, it response that you can't get GPS positioning of the car. 

 

4.1.5 If you use https to login GKServer, it will support the function of intercom 

 
4.2 Move the mouse to the Google Map on the right and the live view of CH1 will be automatically 

displayed on the left. 
(The blue car means that the device is connected to the GKServer, if the gray car represents the 
car is offline) 

 
5. TreeView 

This function can set the monitoring screen group of multiple cars, so that you can directly open the 
same monitoring screen after the next login, you can avoid re-selecting the car to monitor. 
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5.1 Click to create a new monitoring group, then enter the name, like”Trucks”, 

and click the button , this group will be created. 
5.2 After opening this group screen, choose the live view or GPS position on the left to be monitored. 

It will be automatically displayed in the right window and automatically saved to the settings of 
this group, which is convenient for the next quick surveillance. 

 
6. LiveView 

This function allows you to select all channels of the device, Google Maps, speeds, and car directions to 
monitor. 

 
7.1 GKServer will classify all vehicles. When you select the icon in the lower right corner, different 

vehicles will be displayed. 

7.1.1  The vehicles are underway. 

7.1.2  The devices are online but not moving. 

7.1.3  In the case of a running vehicle with overspeed, the GKServer defaults the 

overspeed of 100KM/Hr. 
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7.1.4  The devices are online. 

7.1.5  The devices are offline. 

7.1.6  The devices are on the GKServer. 

6.2 Display the live view and status of the car. Clicking on the vehicle will directly display the full 
information and GPS of the car. 

 

 
 
 

7. GPS Playback 
According to the recorded GPS of the device, you can see the historical track, speed, playback, etc. 

 
7.1 Select the date, device ID, and press Query GPS to query the GPS record of GKServer. 

 

Time of the device, 
latitude and longitude 

Speed of the device 

Direction of the device Live view of the device 
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7.2 Click on different times (in units of one hour) will display the speed of each time point (indicated 

by different colors) and the Google Map track. 
 
 

 
 

 
7.3 Click on the icon to display the video playback of the car at that time. 

 
  

GPS data per hour 

GPS data per minute Speed of the device
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8. Video Playback 
This is the GKServer video playback function. When the device is connected to the GKServer, you can 
perform the recording function (select it when you add a new device). When you click Video Playback, 
the list will be listed according to the vehicle category at the lower right. 

 

 
8.1 When you select any device, you will enter the video playback option of the car, then choose the 

date, hour, minute segments (10 minutes for a segment), and select the minute, after that you can 
watch video playback, pre- set to play back CH1. 
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8.2 Playback option 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
9. Remote Playback 

In the case of the device is online, then you can do the remote playback of it. When you click on the 
remote playback, it will display the online device. 
(At this time, the vehicle classification in the lower right corner is invalid, only the online device has 
this function) 

 

Functional description from left to right: 
1.  Reverse 10 seconds 
2.  Reverse 5 seconds 
3.  Slow playback multiples (0.5x, 0.2x) 

4.  Normal play speed (1.0x) 

5.  Pause 

6.  Quick playback multiples (2x、4x、8x、16x) 

7.  Forward 10 seconds. 

All channels playback display 

GPS tracking display 
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Video category Video start/end time Video length 

9.1 The Remote Playback function requires the firmware of the device to support the VCP protocol 
before it can be used. Click on the device, it will display the video list. If the car does not support 
VCP, it will not be displayed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Click on any item to watch the remote playback. 
 

9.2 Remote playback function description 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Note: Since the Device can only provide one video file transfer at a time, the remote playback 

function cannot be performed if the download function is in progress. 
  

1.  Select the channel you want to play 
2.  Select the length of time (in minutes) to play 

3.  Pause playback 

4.  Download the video file (download length: 1/2/3/4/5 minutes) 
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10. Historical event search 
This provides a conditional to search for information about the Event that has been stored in GKServer. 

 
 

10.1 Event search condition selection description. 

10.1.1 Group: Select Group account to filter Events. 
10.1.2 Device ID: Select Device ID to filter Events. 
10.1.3 Event Type: Select the Event category to filter the Events. If it is a custom function, you 

can also enter the Event ID to filter the Events. For example, 90 is to download all the 
video files. 

10.1.4 Date: Click the event for the date of the query. 
10.1.5 After Date: Click to query the events after a certain day (inclusive). 
10.1.6 Before Date: Click to query the events before a certain day (inclusive). 

Note: Since the Event data obtained from GKServer can be up to 10,000, it will be 
ignored when the number of Event is exceeded. A large number of Event queries need to 
use the After Date and Before Date to limit the Event query of a certain date, the query 
result will not be lost. 

10.1.7 Event Serial No.: Specify an Event serial number to query the Event. 
10.1.8 After Event Serial No.: Specifies the event that is queried after an Event serial number 

(inclusive). 
10.1.9 Before Event Serial No.: Specifies the event that is queried before an Event serial number 

(inclusive). 
Note: Since the Event data obtained from GKServer can be up to 10,000, it will be 
ignored when the number of Event is exceeded. A large number of Event queries need to 
use the After Event Serial No. and Before Event Serial No. to limit the Event query of a 
certain interval, the query result will not be lost. 
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10.2 Event search result description 

 

10.2.1 No.: No. of the Event. 
10.2.2 Event Time: The date and time when the event occurred. 
10.2.3 Notify: The user of the device defines the events by themselves. 

Note: For user-defined settings for Notify, please refer to the Event Define Settings of the 
Settings option. 

 
10.2.4 Event Name: Displayed according to the Event Name in the Event Define Settings. 
10.2.5 Device ID: The unique code of the device(Device ID). 
10.2.6 Vehicle ID: License plate number (this can set the Vehicle ID on the Device). 
10.2.7 Driver: Driver name (this can set the Driver Name on the Device). 
10.2.8 Try: The number of times GKServer failed to download the Event, this Event download is 

ignored if it fails >=17. 
10.2.9 Handle Status: This allows the administrator to click on the Event has been processed, to 

facilitate the management and query of a large number of events, options are: Unchecked, 
Checked, Ignored, Video Saved. 

10.2.10 Memo: This allows the administrator to edit the message, click the left button twice to 
enter the message, to understand the status of each event. 
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10.2.11 Fence: This is the map fence event function, which will display the position of the 
Trigger In / Trigger Out. 
Note: For the setting of the map fence, please refer to the Fence setting option. 

10.2.11.1 If the mouse is moved to the icon with "Thumbtack", you can click the left 
button to show only the same Event, and filter the unwanted ones. At this time, 
click the left button on the item X to clear all the condition. 

 
10.2.12 Update Time: This is the time when the GKServer downloads the Event. 
10.2.13 Download: This is the event video that GKServer has downloaded. Click ch1, ch2, 

ch3,....ch8 to download mp4 videos and play them in Chrome. 

 
10.2.14 Action (CVS): Provide a functional link to the Event. 

10.2.14.1 Google Map display, move the mouse to the icon , it will automatically 

display the position which event occurred. 

 

10.2.15 GKServer playback, move the mouse to the icon , click the left button, it will 

automatically display the playback video and the GPS position of the event. 
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11. Today’s event list 
This can only display today's Event status, and you can click on all time periods or events for each 
hour, each of which is the same as the 10.2 Event search result description. 

 
12. Mileage search 

This can query the total number of kilometers traveled by each device during a certain period of 
time. 

 
Choose the device, start date, end date, then press mileage search, the statistics will appear on the 
right. 
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13. Function setting 
This can be used to set various functions. All settings need to be logged in to GKServer with admin 
permission. 

 
13.1 Language: Support for three languages setting. 

 
13.2 Style: Darkly, supports a variety of web display styles to choose from. 

 
13.3 Length Unit: Mile, support distance units Mile and Kilometer. 
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13.4 Click to do the network related settings 

 
13.4.1 Protocol: GKServer use the external communication port settings. 

13.4.1.1 GPS port => Receive Device GPS Data, Default UDP 13579. 
13.4.1.2 Command port => The communication between client and GKServer, default 

is TCP and UDP 24680. 
13.4.1.3 Streaming port => The communication of video stream from the device to 

GKServer, default is TCP/UDP 8900. 
13.4.1.4 HTTP port => Web page display function, default is TCP 80. 
13.4.1.5 HTTPs port => Encrypted webpage function, in order to use the Talk function, 

you must use the HTTPs port, default is TCP 443. 
13.4.1.6 SSL only => This needs to be changed after using https connection. After 

ticking it, only https can connect to the GKServer webpage. 
13.4.1.6.1 After ticking, you must fill in the SSL key and the certificate on the SSL 

Setting page. 

Note: Any protocols are changed need to click the save button  then 

reboot it , after restarting the GKServer then take effect. 
13.4.2 Network: let GKServer clearly tell the device the IP address setting to be transmitted. 

If it is not set, GKServer will obtain the possible Wan IP to use. 

 

Note: When the GKServer is installed in LAN, it is possible for the GKServer to 
obtain the wrong Wan IP. In this case, it is recommended to specify a clearly 
external network IP to ensure that the GKServer operates normally. 
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13.4.3 DDNS: if you do not have a fixed WAN IP, you can let the GKServer use the domain 
name to connect the WAN Device to the GKServer of LAN. When using the DDNS 
function, you must cancel the function of using the Server IP. 

 
13.4.3.1 CCTVDVR: It is DDNS Server of Vacron, you have to get the user ID and 

password from the related person of Vacron. 
13.4.3.2 NO-IP: Free DDNS on the internet, you need to apply online. 
13.4.3.3 My online portal: Free DDNS on the internet, you need to apply online. 

13.4.4 GPS Relay: Transfer specific GPS Data packet contents to the specified IP in UDP 
mode. 
(Suitable for integrating various server platforms, the defined package format can be 
integrated for Vacron) 

 
13.4.5 Google Key: GKServer uses Google Map. When it is used in large quantities, it is 

limited. You must apply and purchase for Google Map API Key from Google. After 

obtaining the API Key, fill in this setting page and click save button  to take 

effect. 

 
13.4.6 Event: When GKServer knows an Event, there are two ways to get an image. 
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13.4.6.1 Video download => When an Event occurs, GKServer will ask the Device to 
return the number of seconds before and after the Event time (the number of 
seconds can be set in the duration). If you enter 30, the video will be 
downloaded for the forward and backward 30 seconds. 

13.4.6.2 Force event record => When an Event occurs, GKServer will force the 
Device to continuously transmit the live view for a few seconds (can be set in 
the force event record durations), and perform remote recording of the server. 

13.4.7 Device Redirect: You can move the Device to another GKServer. There are several 
ways to transfer it. 

 

13.4.7.1 Enter the first few words of Device ID => Transfer the devices of the same 
first few words. 

13.4.7.2 Full ID => Transfer only one device. 
13.4.7.3 * => Transfer all the devices。 
13.4.7.4 Click save button , the selected Devices will be notified immediately for 

Server IP changes. 
Note: If the IP Port setting is uncertain, the device will lose its connection. 

13.4.8 SSL Setting: Set the SSL certification and private key. This is used for web page 
encryption. The SSL certification and private key must be purchased . After setting, 
you need to use https to ensure web page encryption. 

 
Note: The intercom feature must be used with https. 
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13.4.9 Let’s Encrypt: You can apply for Free SSL certification and private keys. GKServer 
supports the acquisition of the SSL Key for Let’s Encrypt and displays the SSL Key 
expiration date. Detailed applications can be found on the Let’s Encrypt website. 
https://letsencrypt.org/ 

 
13.5 User Setting: This can create user accounts with different permissions for remote users to log 

in GKServer. 

 
13.5.1 The steps of creating a new account 

 

13.5.2 Click the button , fill in the account information bar below. 

13.5.3 Enter the name (user) and password (for twice). 
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13.5.4 Click User Permission (Permission Select). The permissions are divided into the 

following four types, which means support, and doesn’t. 

 
13.5.5 Choose the group account (Group Select) for the user. The account management of 

GKServer adopts Tree Structure. Each user must have a dedicated group. 
13.5.6 Enter the account expiration date (Enter expiry date) in the format yyyy-mm-dd. 
13.5.7 Enter the number of days of record retention required for the Devices under this 

account. 
13.5.8 Click , a new account will be created. 

13.6 Group Setting: The group is used to manage the devices. When creating an account (User), you 
need to specify which group to use. The user can monitor all the devices under the group. 
Note: The relationship between User, Group, and Device is as follow 

 
 

 
  

User (Login account) Group (Group name)

Device0 
Device1 
Device2 
…. 
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13.6.1 Create a group, enter the group name on the left (Add New Children Node) and press 
the button “Add” to create a group under root. 

 

13.6.2 Edit the group settings, click on the group name. In the case of robert, the robert 
group status is displayed, and the device that wants to join the group is selected. 

 
13.6.2.1 Choose the Device ID, it will be added to the Group and displayed on the 

right as a tree structure. 
13.6.2.2 You can add another node (new Group2) under this Group1, which is 

represented by robert-son. 
13.6.2.3 You can enter Group2 (robert-son) for editing. In this example, two Devices 

are selected for Group2. 
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13.7 Device Firmware Update: You can use GKServer to send a command to the device, and 
download a new firmware from HTTP Server for Online firmware update. 

 
13.7.1 Perform a remote firmware update. 

 
13.7.1.1 Select a device which is Online (if the device doesn't online, the firmware 

cannot be updated). 
13.7.1.2 Will display the firmware version before it updated. 
13.7.1.3 Fill in the HTTP URL path of the new firmware. You can usually use the 

Windows computer to open the Windows HTTP Server function, or 
download the free HTTP Server software to execute it, and put the firmware 
in the local catalog of the HTTP Server. 
Note: You can verify the HTTP URL path with the browser first, and confirm 

that the firmware path can be downloaded. 
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13.7.1.4 Click  to perform the firmware remote update. If the HTTP URL is 
specified correctly, you will see Status (or the update progress display below, 
there will be changes). 

13.7.1.5 When it is updated to 100%, it will wait for the Device to reboot and execute 
the new firmware. After waiting for 2 minutes, GKServer will update the 
firmware version and reset the update progress to zero. At this time, the 
update is complete. 

 
13.8 Route Planning: It can be set that the car must travel according to the path. If there is a 

violation of the position or sequence of the path, GKServer will generate an event record 
(Event). 

 
13.8.1 Vehicle driving route setting. 
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13.8.1.1 Select a path rule name, preset to route1, route2 ....., you can change the rule 
name in the Title. 

13.8.1.2 Click  whether to activate this path rule and choose the suitable 
devices. 

13.8.1.3 Click a position on the Google Map, it will automatically link each location, 
and indicated as A, B, C....... and display the address in the list, you can also 
delete any location in the list. 

13.8.1.4 Press  then the vehicle travel path limit setting is completed. 
13.9 Fence: You can draw a circle on Google Map to monitor whether the car has access to this 

setting range. When there is a car entering and leaving this area, GKServer will generate an 
event to record. 

 

13.9.1 Steps of setting a fence 

 
13.9.1.1 Select a name of the fence, preset to region1, region2....region20, and you 

can modify at the title. 
13.9.1.2 Select the condition of the event trigger. Trigger_in represents the car is 

driven inside the fence. Trigger_out represents the car is driven outside. 
13.9.1.3 Choose the devices to apply in this fence limit rule. 
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13.9.1.4 Choose a location on the Google Map, use the left button to press it and pull 
out, the range of the fence will be displayed. You can click the two icons 

above the established fence  to move or re-establish, or click the up, 

down, left and right expansion points to change the size of the fence. 
13.9.1.5 Press the button , the setting of the fence is completed. 

13.10 Advanced device settings: If the car has VCP protocol, you can set the remote device from 
GKServer. 

 
13.10.1 Steps of setting the device parameter. 

 

13.10.1.1 Choose the device, if it supports the VCP protocol, the current setting value 
will be displayed on the right, if not, the setting content cannot be displayed. 
You need to contact related person of Vacron to obtain a new version of 
firmware which support VCP protocol, then can use this feature. 

13.10.1.2 G-Sensor: You can fill in the values of X, Y, Z. The appropriate values can 
accurately detect the rapid changes of the car, such as brake (g_sensor_y), 
sharp turn (g_sensor_x), and the upper and lower vibrations (g_sensor_z ).. 
etc., adjusting to the appropriate value according to actual needs. 
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13.10.1.3 TimeZone: National time zone value, which is set according to the GMT+/- 
value of each zone. 

13.10.1.4 Heart Beat interval Second: You can set how many seconds the car will 
automatically return a GPS Data (without image) to the server side for 
storage. 

13.10.1.5 Register Server:Port: This can change the IP and Port for the GKServer 
connection of the device. 
Note: If the IP:Port setting is uncertain, the car will lose its connection. 

13.10.1.6 Wifi SSID and Password: This can change the account SSID and password of 
WiFi connection. 
Note: If the SSID and password setting is uncertain, the car will lose its 
connection 

13.10.1.7 Daylight Saving Time: Areas that typically use daylight saving time will 
adjust the time by one hour faster near the beginning of spring and return to 
normal time in fall, with the start and end dates selected. 

13.10.1.8 MDVR Record: It sets the channel for the device to record. 
13.10.1.9 Second Server:Port: This can let the device login two account for the server, 

mainly used for the user who has GPS Server system first, then install 
GKServer and also need to obtain the GPS data of the device. 

13.10.1.10 After doing any changes above need to click the button  to return all the 
set values to the device. 

13.11 Event define settings: This is a variety of Event styles that can be defined by the GKServer 
administrator to facilitate the identification of different events in each device. 
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13.11.1 The relationship of Device, Event Group, and Event Definition are as follows. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
13.11.1.1 Create a Define Name (Event Group), enter a new name in the Define Name 

field of the Event Definition or click  to select the created Event 
Group. If the Event Group does not exist, it will be automatically created 
after pressing . 

13.11.1.2 Click on the Event Type (Event ID) or enter a number. If GKServer has a 
defined ID, it will be displayed directly on the right. If there is no definition, 
it will display undefined, but there are many functions that are not defined. If 
you have special requirements, please contact the related person of Vacron, 
such as Event Type = 90, refers to downloading all videos of the device. 

 

 
13.11.1.3 The Event Name is used to describe the purpose of it. 
13.11.1.4 Notify Text and Notify Color are used to define the color and name of the 

Event when the notification event is defined. It is convenient for the 
administrator to classify and sort. When the Notify Text and the Notify Color 
are defined, the Notify field will be displayed when the Event is queried. 
Color and description, if undefined, display undefined. 

 

Device Event Group 

Event1 ID
Event2 ID
Event3 ID
……. 

Event1 Definition 
Event2 Definition 
Event3 Definition 
……. 
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13.11.1.5 Click  to edit or delete the event. 
13.11.1.6 Click  to save the definition settings of the Event. 
13.11.1.7 The Device ID on the left specifies that the device uses which Event Group. 

The device will record the various events according to each Event Type 
defined in the Event Group. 

 
13.12 Event Download Plan settings: This can set whether the automatic download of the video file 

is performed when the Event of the device is occured. 

 
13.12.1 Setting of the Event Download Plan settings. 

 
13.12.1.1 Select one of the Mode Update 

13.12.1.1.1 Set GLOBAL: All the devices set the Download condition together. 
13.12.1.1.2 For single device: Set the Download condition for single device. 
13.12.1.1.3 For a group: Set the Download condition of all devices in the Device 

Group. 
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13.12.1.2 Select an Event Type (Event ID) or enter a number to download the Event. If 
there is a definition, it will be displayed on the right. If there is no definition, 
it will be displayed as undifined. 

13.12.1.3 Download Mode: You can choose download (Download) or not download 
(Not Download), if select not download and it won't be display (Hidden) 
when Event occurs, Hidden means that event doesn't do any processing on 
the server. 

13.12.1.4 Select wanna download channels: Select the channel to download the video, 
please check the channels supported by the car. 

13.12.1.5 Assign pre recording second: Set the video download a few seconds before 
the Event trigger. 

13.12.1.6 Assign post recording second: Set the video download a few seconds after 
the Event trigger. 
Note: The length of an Event video is at least a few seconds before and after 

the event. If Assign pre recording second = 60, Assign post recording 
second = 60, the downloaded video length is about 120 seconds. 

13.12.1.7 Click  to save the settings of Event Download. 
13.12.1.8 Click on either By device (show all the devices) or By Group (show all the 

device groups) to list the relevant Event Download settings. 
 
 

End Of GK-Server Web Pag User Manual 


